
Recent networking advances have enabled data communication at unprecedented 
rates. However, these same advances can be used to increase computational 
capacities. We present three studies that demonstrate the power of the network to 
accelerate computation, but also the careful considerations that must be made. Our 
first study looks at applications that leverage Remote Direct Memory Access 
(RDMA) application and shows that “Network-induced Memory Contention” 
(NiMC) can lead to up to 3x performance degradations at scales as small as 8K 
processes, even in applications previously shown to be performance-resilient to 
noise. We then analyze NiMC root cause and mitigation strategies. We also 
highlight results from two other studies involving NIC-based and switch-based 
in-network computing. We show that these are two additional powerful paradigms 
that admit new and innovative opportunities for network-based computational 
capabilities.
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